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Abstract— Wireless sensor network of globally distributed 

autonomous sensors to monitor physical or environmental 

conditions such as temperature, noise, pressure etc. and to 

cooperatively pass their data through the network to a main 

location. Lifetime optimization and security are two 

conflicting design issues for multi-hop wireless sensor 

networks (WSNs) with non-replenish able energy resources. 

Propose a secure and efficient Cost-Aware Secure Routing 

(CASER) protocol to address these two conflicting issues 

through two adjustable parameters: energy balance control 

(EBC) and probabilistic based random walking. Then the 

energy consumption is severely disproportional to the 

uniform energy deployment for the given network topology, 

which greatly reduces the lifetime of the sensor networks. An 

efficient non-uniform energy deployment strategy to 

optimize the lifetime and message delivery ratio under the 

same energy resource and security requirement. We also 

provide a quantitative security analysis on the proposed 

routing protocol. Our theoretical analysis and OPNET 

simulation results demonstrate that the proposed CASER 

protocol can provide an excellent tradeoff between routing 

efficiency and energy balance, and can significantly extend 

the lifetime of the sensor networks in all scenarios. For the 

non-uniform energy deployment, our analysis shows that we 

can increase the lifetime and the total number of messages 

that can be delivered by more than four times under the same 

assumption. We also demonstrate that the proposed CASER 

protocol can achieve a high message delivery ratio while 

preventing routing trace back attacks. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The current imaginative advances make remote sensor 

systems (WSNs) frankly and financially possible to be 

generally utilized as a bit of both military and standard 

subject applications, for example, checking of joining 

conditions identified with nature, vital species and key 

foundations. A key piece of such structures is that each 

system contains countless and unattended sensor focus 

focuses. These inside focuses once in a while have 

exceptionally constrained and non-replenishable importance 

assets, which makes vitality a fundamental course of action 

issue for these systems. Planning is another to an 

extraordinary degree troublesome chart issue for WSNs. An 

appropriately made controlling custom ought not just 

guarantee high message development degree and low 

centrality use for message transport, yet similarly modify the 

whole sensor arrange vitality utilize, and along these lines 

expand the sensor make lifetime. Despite viably picked 

issues, WSNs rely upon remote correspondences. Additional 

frail against protection strikes agitated extra by excellence of 

nonappearance of a physical reason for detainment. Remote 

antenna space, someone through a sensible remote gatherer 

can screen and square sensor direct correspondences. 

Enemies may use over best radio handsets, initiating 

workstations and collaborate with structure starting partition 

while be obliged toward with sensor oversee implements. 

Workable in favor of enemies just before do staying with 

calculating take after support ambushes. Spurred through way 

WSNs controlling be dependably geology, plan a layout 

sheltered and talented Cost Aware Secure coordinating 

custom for WSNs without turned in wake of over flowing. 

CASER pulls in communication toward survive addressed 

using two controlling frameworks, self-true walking and 

deterministic arranging, in a basically indistinguishable 

structure. The endeavor of these two techniques is controlled 

by specific security basics. In any case, sends can be passed 

on speedier. The custom furthermore gives a secured message 

change decision to enable the message to transport degree 

under inadequately made ambushes.  

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

In [1], the author describes about the problem of Remote 

sensor frameworks have been for the most part used as a piece 

of various areas for essential establishment watching and 

information aggregation. While mystery of the message can 

be ensured through substance encryption, it is fundamentally 

harder to attractively address source-territory security (SLP). 

For WSNs, SLP advantage is also tangled by the nature that 

the sensor centre points generally contain insignificant 

exertion and low-control radio contraptions. Computationally 

focused cryptographic estimations, (for instance, open key 

cryptosystems), and gigantic scale broadcasting-based 

traditions may not be sensible. In this paper, we at first 

propose criteria to quantitatively gage source-region 

information spillage in coordinating based SLP affirmation 

anticipates WSNs. Through this model, we recognize 

vulnerabilities of some remarkable SLP security designs. We 

by then propose an arrangement to give SLP through 

coordinating to a self-assertively picked midway center 

(RSIN) and a framework mixing ring (NMR). Our security 

examination, in perspective of the proposed criteria, exhibits 

that the proposed plan can give stunning SLP. The expansive 

reenactment comes to fruition show that the proposed plot is 

uncommonly capable and can achieve a high message 

movement extent. We believe it can be used as a piece of 

various practical applications. 

In [2], Assurance preservation is grabbing 

unmistakable quality in Wireless Sensor Network (WSNs) on 

account of its determination in standard circumstances. There 

are different research papers around there countless 

concentrate on the territory security issue. In this paper we 

review and organize these game plans in light of the 

information available to the foe and his capacities. In any 
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case, first we dismember whether ordinary secretive 

correspondence structures conform to the main necessities of 

zone security in sensor frameworks. Finally, we show and 

inspect different challenges and future examples that demand 

encourage thought from the examination gathering. 

In [3], the author describes about the problem of 

sensor compose applications twist up doubtlessly planned 

into our lives, as we understand that when the sensor 

frameworks are sends misleading conditions, where the issue 

is insurance for source region and events point by point by 

sensor centre points. This issue is called source anonymity 

issue in remote sensor frameworks. In light of different not 

well arranged suppositions various strategies were 9proposed 

for it. In this paper we consider source anonymity against 

overall aggressor. Deplorably it is uncommonly troublesome 

and exorbitant to finish. In perspective of through movement 

examination aggressors may attack on security of source 

sensor and besides sensor frameworks are obliged in 

resources. In this work we propose a formal edge work for 

showing the anonymity in sensor frameworks. The proposed 

indicate contains twofold: First, it presents "between time in 

perceive limit", that gives a quantitative measure to source 

mystery. The monstrosity of between time in discernibleness 

is that it keeps a source information spillage that can't be 

found using existing models and it chooses the measure of 

anonymity of current diagrams. Second, spread fake action 

allocation figuring which embeddings the certified message 

into the picked fake message to cover the bona fide message. 

We expected settled measure of advantages for fake messages 

and we endeavour to share it among the sensors to help the 

level of lack of clarity of the system. 

In [4], the author display Greedy Perimeter Stateless 

Routing (GPSR), a novel guiding tradition for remote 

datagram frameworks that uses the spots of switches and a 

package's objective to settle on package sending decisions. 

GPSR settles on greedy sending decisions using only 

information about a switch's fast neighbors in the framework 

topology. Exactly when a package accomplishes a zone 

where eager sending is inconceivable, the count recovers by 

coordinating around the edge of the area. By keeping state 

pretty much the area topology, GPSR scales favored in per-

switch state over most concise way and uniquely delegated 

controlling traditions as the amount of framework objectives 

increases. Under adaptability's progressive topology changes, 

GPSR can use neighbourhood topology information to find 

cure new courses quickly. We depict the GPSR tradition, and 

use expansive entertainment of adaptable remote frameworks 

to differentiate its execution and that of Dynamic Source 

Routing. Our entertainments demonstrate GPSR's versatility 

on thickly passed on remote frameworks. 

In [5], author introduces a land adaptable unfaltering 

quality (GAF) assuming that reductions centrality use in 

extraordinarily designated remote systems. GAF moderates 

criticalness by seeing focus focuses that are proportionate 

from an organizing viewpoint and after that taking out 

superfluous focus focuses, keeping an anticipated level of 

controlling devotion. We imitate GAF over unmodified 

AODV and DSR. Examination and reenactment 

examinations of GAF display that it can deplete 40% to 60% 

less vitality than an un-changed phenomenally named 

controlling convention. Moreover, reenactments of GAF 

propose that system lifetime gathers respectably to focus 

point thickness; in one case, a four-overlay increment in focus 

call attention to prompts deal with lifetime increment for 3 to 

6 times (subordinate upon the flexibility diagram). More 

everything considered, GAF is a case of adaptable loyalty, a 

framework proposed for developing the lifetime of self-

arranging structures by mauling wealth to distribute 

essentialness while keeping up application devotion. 

III. METHODOLOGY 

The information proprietor Selects record and instate the Mac 

address in context of substance of report and send to switch 

Data proprietor will scramble inside substance of file and 

trade a chronicle substance will be familiar with every single 

focus point Initialize Mac address for every single one of the 

middle indicates In change send record to the target way will 

be find by considering the most confined parcel between 

focus focuses Since record substance will be doled out to all 

focuses it checks the centrality level of sensors in light of the 

way that dependably (fsize<sensor significance) It check 

mac0ip address of sensor and sends aggressor subtle 

segments to IDS executive Receiver gets the substance from 

switch Time.  

A. Algorithms 

Node A finds the next hop routing grid based on the given 

parameters α ε [0, 1]  

1) Compute the average remaining energy of the adjacent 

neighboring grids:  

Eα(A) = (1 / |NA|) ∑iεNA Eri 

2) Determine the candidate grids for the next routing hop:  

Nα
A = {i ε NA | Eri ≥ α Eα(A)}. 

3) Select a random number γ ε [0, 1].  

4) if γ > β then  

5) Send the message to the grid in the Nα
A that is closest to 

the sink node based on its relative location.  

6) else  

7) Route the message to a randomly selected grid in the set 

Nα
A 

8) end if 

B. System Architecture 

 
Fig. 1: System Architecture 
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System architecture of the project is shown in figure 1; it 

contains the source, IDS manager, and Attacker and Receiver 

parts. 

In source will select file to send to receiver, encrypt 

that particular file and then before sending that packet first 

we need to initialize all nodes in the router, after initialization 

we can send the packet. Once packet sent from source the 

control comes to router part where we set up all nodes and 

packet can be sent to receiver by selecting one of the 

appropriate paths. If node has been attacked then that could 

identified in router, that node can detected and initialized 

once again to send packets to receiver. 

IV. IMPLEMENTATION 

A. Modules 

In this project using modules those are the given below: 

 Source 

 Router 

 IDS Manager 

 Receiver 

 Attacker 

B. Module description 

1) Source 

In this module, Selects the file and initialize the Mac address 

based on content of the file and send to the router. Data owner 

will encrypt the inner content of the file and upload the file. 

File content will be initialized to all nodes. 

2) Router 

In this module, we initialize the Mac address for all the nodes. 

In router to send the file to the destination path will be finding 

by considering the shortest distance between the nodes. Since 

file content will be assigned to all the nodes it checks the 

energy level of sensors because always (fsize<sensor energy). 

It check the Mac address of the sensor and sends attacker 

details to the IDS manager. 

In this module, we also refreshing the nodes once 

again it will perform normally.  

3) IDS Manager 

In this module, the IDS Manager views all the attacker details 

and finds the attackers. Whenever attacker attacks the node 

IDS manager detect attack and get the attacker information, 

saves attacker information in database, recovers the attacked 

node and continues packet transfer. 

Whenever node is attacked it detects node, it recover 

that node and saves the filename which is sending during 

attack stores it in database with the attacked time. 

4) Receiver 

In this module, Receiver request for file name and secret key 

and receives the content from the router. Time delay will be 

calculated by sending the file from source to destination and 

time taken to reach the destination. 

5) Attacker 

Attacker chooses active nodes, injects the malicious data to 

the node, corrupts the original copy of the file and reduces 

bandwidth of node. Once node has attacked that node is able 

to transfer packets. To make it to send packets then we need 

to recover that node using IDS Manager.    

V. RESULT ANALYSIS 

A. Screenshots 

1) Source 

The below snapshot shows the view of the Source, here we 

will select file need to send to destination and encrypt 

particular file secuirty purpose, then click on Init button to 

initialize all nodes once all nodes are initialized we are able 

to send packet to receiver by clicking on submit button. 

 
Fig. 2: Source 

2) Router 

In Router we will set all nodes which are used to send packet 

from source to destination. The packet sent from source then 

packet will come to router here that packet will be sent to 

receiver by using appropriate path.  

In Router on click Nodes Info button then all nodes 

information will be displayed, on click View Route Details 

button, displays the nodes which are selected for packet 

sending. On click Time delay button, displays time required 

for sending packet from source to receiver. 

 
Fig. 3: Router 

3) Receiver 

 
Fig. 4: Receiver 
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Receiver request for file name and secret key and receives the 

content from the router. Time delay will be calculated by 

sending the file from source to destination and time taken to 

reach the destination. 

4) Attacker 1 

In the Attacker 1 we need to select the node from the drop 

down to which we are attacking and enter the data in the text 

area and then click on modify, that particular node will be 

attacked.  

 
Fig. 5: Attacker 1 

5) Attacker 2 

In Attacker 2 we need to Select the node to be attacked from 

drop down, reduce bandwidth and click on attack then 

particular node is attacked. 

 
Fig. 6: Attacker 2 

VI. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, we demonstrated guaranteed fit Cost Aware 

Secure Routing conference for WSNs to modify centrality 

utilize augmentation deal with existence. CASER has 

flexibility to help unmistakable controlling structures in 

message sending to develop duration while developing 

organizing safety. Together theoretical assessment and 

modernization works out obviously show that CASER has a 

stunning organizing execution concerning centrality change 

and controlling way dispersal for dealing with approach 

sanctuary. Future work may be some efficient algorithm can 

be used to protect the data and send it in secure manner. The 

use of improved CASER protocols to overcome their 

weakness in the basic CASER protocol and a purpose based 

protocol lacking particular restriction about its application 

right for military, medical, and commercial applications will 

be focus of our future work. 
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